
Harvey Knight - Culinary Operations I, II, II, IV 

Disciplinary Progression Plan 

Behavior in Culinary  

Responsibility/Discipline Progression Plan: 
1

st
 offense- Verbal Warning 

2
nd

 offense- Parent contact-Complete and sign parent/student worksheet on “How I will change my Behavior”  

3
rd

 offense- Teacher detention and or parent conference 

4
th

 offense- Dean’s Discipline Referral 

 

 Classroom Management Plan 

 My Classroom Management will consist of the following; 

 Creating a safe environment for all of my students. 

 Creating an interesting and engaging environment where learning can take place.  

 Creating a classroom environment where all students are encouraged to put fourth their 

very best effort. 

 Philosophical Statement 

 I am committed to making my classroom a safe and challenging environment and engaging my 

students through the curriculum as well as getting to know them and interacting with them one-

on-one. I want them to be comfortable with the other students, as well as me, so that there can be 

meaningful discussions and interactions. Talking will be common place in my classroom, along 

with individual assignments, and collaborative work. I want to encourage all students to 

participate in class so that they can learn from each other as well as me. I want to have a 

democratic and equitable classroom so that students can learn. I want to be a fair as I can be, so 

the students trust me. I ask students about their life outside of class and feel that they respond in 

class even more, knowing that someone is paying attention to them. I want them to feel 

comfortable asking questions of me. I want students to be a part of their learning. I want to 

motivate students to learn and keep their interest by using engaging curriculum. I believe if 

students feel they are involved in the workings of the classroom, they will be more motivated to 

engage in the class and in turn, learn.  

 Room Arrangement 

Walking through the door, students are hit with vibrant colors on the walls, natural lighting from 

the windows and an inviting sensation as they glide along the black slate tile floor. They feel safe 

and welcome wandering to their seats in circular tables. They can see their classmates as they 

face each other and glance from wall to wall looking at pictures of foods representing different 

cultures and student work all depicted in colorful posters around the room. There is not a drop of 

white paint to be seen. The room is comforting to the student and yields a form of tranquility 



amidst the invigorating walls. As I start the lesson from my desk, which is also included in the 

room, the students get out their notebooks, pens or pencils to record the day’s lesson writing 

down the essential questions and objectives. I believe the set-up of a classroom has a big effect 

on student learning and I hope that my classroom will be an environment that will engage my 

students in critical thinking, discussions and reflection. 

I believe that students should be constantly challenged and provoked to think critically. I want 

supplemental materials for students to have access to for studying, writing or researching. I will 

have bookshelves in the corner where students can research and use resources supplemental to 

the textbooks. There two computers for projects, reports and research, as well as use of 

applications to present reports to the class (i.e. PowerPoint). Students will also have access to the 

computer lab in the school media center. We will not be solely learning the facts of cooking, but 

fractions and measurements in math, cultural culinary geography, food science to deepen our 

understanding of how yeasts make bread rise into delicious loaves of bread. 

 Classroom Rules 

 I absolutely believe in keeping a safe environment where put-downs and name calling is not 

allowed–this also falls under respect. If I can have respect for my students as well as having them 

respecting each other, I believe this leads to a safe environment where learning can take place. I 

will give my students the freedom to eat or drink during movies only with their own foods as 

long as they are responsible for their trash and mess. If it gets out of control, I will let them know 

that the privilege will be taken away, right from the beginning. I also do not mind if students 

wear their culinary hats in class.  They paid for them and have a right to wear it. 

In terms of creating a safe environment for all to learn, I want to create an environment with 

positive and numerous student-teacher relationships. Especially in diverse classrooms where 

many students are from different backgrounds, I want to create an environment where students 

are not and do not feel that they are being treated unfairly. I do not want to label students or 

assume their academic ability on the way they look or act. I do not want the diverse settings to 

lead to situations where communication is not happening. I want to create an environment where 

all individuals with unique and cultural differences are respected and honored for family, culture, 

language and race. 

If there is a consistent misbehavior problem, I will initially ask the student to talk to me after 

class. I will talk to him/her about the positive things they are doing in class and how I appreciate 

something they are doing, as in participating in class for example. I will tell them why their 

behavior is interfering in the class and have them meet with me later to make a plan of how they 

will be able to stop the behavior. In class, I will give them a warning and then ask them to move 

to the back of the room to work by themselves. I always want to keep consequences in line with 

the misbehavior. If the misbehavior continues, I will talk to the student and make a phone call 

home. I might also ask the parent to come into school for a meeting with the student. I think it is 

very important to involve the parents. I do not believe in throwing a student out of the room 

unless they are being harmful to others or me in the class–either physically or verbally.  

 Classroom Procedures 



I want to be consistent with my students in terms of Classroom Procedures. I always want to 

have the agenda on the board so they can copy it down in their notebook everyday as they walk 

in. I will insist all students take class notes in a 3-ring binder notebook and be responsible for 

keeping it organized for a weekly grade. The purpose of this notebook is to keep all class 

materials in one place so when they go to study for a test; they are not looking all over for loose 

papers. In these notebooks, students can show their creativity in designing a cover page for each 

unit as well as doing free-writes or reflections to the lessons and central questions right in the 

notebook. I will go around the room and stamp the notebook each week it is due. 

In terms of wrapping up, I want to also have an essential question that the lesson is revolving 

around. I believe the students will understand where we are going and it leads to an effective 

wrap-up at the end of class. I want to make sure I leave at least five minutes to wrap up the 

lesson and reiterate the important points brought up that day. I will use different forms of 

assessment to make sure students understand the information.  

If students are having some trouble getting homework in or not doing well on tests, I will have a 

conference with them to help them get back on track. I do not want my students falling behind 

because they are not doing their work. I want to stay on top of the students who may need an 

extra push. I want all my students to feel important in my class and another way I can 

accomplish this is helping them with their schoolwork and organization.  

I will grade on class participation, lab assignments and sanitation practices, tests and quizzes.  

Conclusion 

As I stated earlier, I believe Classroom Management is the key to an environment where learning 

can take place and students can feel safe participating. I hope to create an environment that is 

conducive to learning and involves all my students. I believe the most important part of 

classroom management is not the behavior problems but creating a good rapport with the 

students, encouraging them to succeed and setting high expectations for them. As well as using 

an engaging a curriculum, I believe you can create this environment and it will limit the behavior 

problems in your classroom from the start. 

 

 


